In this work the Minimum Error Profile (MEP) algorithm (Wahl et al., 2002 ) is applied to control of temperature profile in an Autothermal Reactor with Internal Countercurrent Heat Exchange (ARICHE). Measurements of catalyst temperature at points along the reactor length form the basis on which the rest of the reactor states are estimated through an Extended Kalman filter. These state estimates are used to calculate the control actions necessary to drive the reactor optimally to the set point given by the MEP calculation. When subjected to sinusoidal variations in inlet compositions a LQR using the MEP as set point shows a superior performance when compared with controlling to a fixed steady state profile. In the case study presented, which has the potential for reaction run-away, this translates into safer control of the system.
Introduction
The intention of using the state variables for deciding control actions (state variable feedback) has been widely researched for the control of tubular wall cooled or adiabatic reactors. Some schemes deal with linear optimal control algorithms (Jutan et al., 1977) . Other approaches included the non-linear model inside the control algorithm (geometrical control or input/output linearization) giving rise to non-linear control schemes (Hua and Jutan, 2000; Aguilar et al., 2002; Wu and Huang, 2003) or used adaptive control (Lee and Lee, 1985; Chen and Sun, 1991) . The Autothermal Reactor with Internal Counter-current Heat Exchange (ARICHE) is an important configuration for fixed bed catalytic reactors because it allows for greater energy integration and many industrially important reactions are currently carried on in ARICHE's (methanol synthesis) or are suitable for being carried on in one. Research on the control of the ARICHE has been done for problems in which the objective is to maintain the reactor at an open loop unstable steady-state using modal (pole assignment) control (Bovin et al., 1980) . The control of either one or two temperatures along the length of an ARICHE has been reported by using self tuning pole cancelling (McDermott et al., 1986) or a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) with feed forward or integral action (Patniak et al., 1980) . To our knowledge, there have not been attempts to control the whole temperature profile of an ARICHE. In controlling an ARICHE one needs to manipulate the temperature, the composition or the flow rate of the inlet stream in order to fulfil the control objectives. When this control objective is to control the reactor temperature at more than one point in the reactor bed, usually this objective cannot be fulfilled without an offset, as a global steady state profile cannot be maintained in the face of slow or sustained disturbances entering the reactor. In previous work (Wahl, 2003; Wahl et al., 2002) the Minimum Error Profile (MEP) was defined as the temperature profile that shows the closest approach to a global optimal steady state profile that is physically attainable under the system's current operating conditions. Once this MEP target profile has been calculated, based on state estimates from an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) can determine which additional transient control actions are needed to drive the system from its current state to the steady state MEP in an optimal way. Recalculation of the MEP target can be repeated at each measurement sample period using local linearization. This is the scheme used in the present work to control an ARICHE. Figure 1 shows an ARICHE system where cold feed gas entering at temperature T IN is heated to T O within the tubes before turning back to undergo reaction on the catalyst surface in the fixed bed. Our case study considers two parallel reactions between components A and B conducted in the presence of inerts I, first a reversible reaction that produces the valuable product C and a second side reaction forming an unwanted byproduct D.
Methodology

Case study system
2A+B↔C A+B→D Formation of D is aggressively exothermic and becomes the dominant reaction at high temperatures, i.e. the system is prone to high temperature run-away. Examples of this type of parallel reaction can be found in Phthalic Anhydride and Methanol production. Figure 2 shows the rate of heat generated/absorbed vs. inlet temperature behaviour of the ARICHE. For this reaction system the heat generated is an S-shaped curve while the heat absorbed by the inlet stream is a straight line. Steady states occur where these curves intersect. For the inlet temperature shown (T IN ), there are three possible steady states, of which two are stable (a and c) and one is unstable (b). The normal point of operation of the reactor should be (a), as here production of C is the dominant reaction with little D formed. However a number of disturbances can make this steady state infeasible (i.e. the curves no longer intersect at lower temperature) and the reactor could run away to unallowably high temperatures and a notional steady state at (c). 
Reactor dynamics and control
In modelling the reactor dynamics, radial gradients of temperature and concentration are neglected. Also it is considered that the catalyst and the gas phase surrounding it are at the same temperature. The mass balances for the 4 reacting components A, B, C and D (the inert component mole fraction is calculated by difference to 1) and the two energy balances (involving the cooling-side and bed-side temperatures) result in a system of 6 partial differential equations. Here, to generate dynamic responses, the spatial partial derivatives were discretized, by approximating the reactor as a cascade of n CSTR's (cells) and hence 6n ordinary differential equations. The manipulated variables used here are the inlet temperature to the reactor (T IN ) and the total inlet flowrate (F IN ). It is feasible to use F IN as a manipulated variable in processes of the type already mentioned where the reactor is embedded, together with a product separation stage, within a material recycle loop and plant production is thus independent of F IN . The fact this is not an option exercised industrially (F IN is often held constant) is perhaps largely due to the lack of an integrated control strategy like the one we propose here.
State and disturbance estimation
The main disturbance to be faced by a reactor within a recycle loop is variation in inerts level. Fresh feeds of A and B to the loop are likely to be held in stoichiometric ratio but their inerts content will vary as will the loop purge rate, causing variation in the inert content of the reactor feed. To implement the MEP strategy we need to estimate reactor feed composition for which we use an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), driven by catalyst temperature measurements at n points along the reactor length. It was found through observability analysis and by simulation using the reactor model that the EKF can deliver reliable estimates of the inert feed mole fraction yi IN and hence, from the stoichiometric ratio, ya IN and yb IN .
Control algorithm
In general the MEP steady state target profile is re-calculated at each EKF sample period from knowledge of the disturbance vector w (Wahl, 2003) . The discrete-time linearized model of the reactor can be written as T . Let x MEP be the value of the state vector x that minimises e the sum of squared errors from the global profile where
and x OP is the global optimal reactor steady state. Q MEP is a weighting matrix that makes possible to force some states closer to their optimal value than others. Minimising e by choice of u and substituting the steady state version of (1), we get u MEP , the steady state inputs to achieve steady state at x MEP as
where f I =[I-A] -1 B and f B =[I-A] -1 C. Hence x MEP can be calculated as
Additional input perturbations u C (k) about u MEP (k) which are needed to drive the reactor from its current state x(k) to x MEP (k) its target set point are then determined to minimise J a quadratic cost function as
u C (k) is determined from standard formulae for linear optimal control (i.e. the LQR) and, combined with u MEP (k), delivers u(k) the control action to be taken at the current time instant as
Results and Discussion
Results of the application of the control strategy to the case study are shown in Figure 3 . The system was discretized using 20 cells (n=20) and the weighting matrices used were Q C =Q MEP =I and R C =diag(1, 0.2). After an initial period of about 1 hour, to allow for convergence of the EKF estimates, the inlet mole fraction of I (yi IN ) was varied sinusoidally with period of 2 hours (with the ratio of A to B fixed at the stoichometric 2:1). This simulates drifting inerts composition that the reactor may see while operating continuously. Three lines are shown in the plots for the 'hot-spot' and reactor outlet. The open loop one is the response of the reactor without any control. The LQR lines come from control based on a standard LQR control algorithm with the initial global temperature profile as a fixed set point while the LQR_MEP lines come by applying the strategy described in Section 2. Control action begins 3 hours into each run. It is clear from Figure 3 that the LQR-MEP strategy is controlling the system within a narrower range of operation (even compared with the pure LQR strategy the amplitude of variation is halved). The amount of undesired product D is also decreased on average when using the MEP calculation, thus reducing the loss of reactants A and B. More important however is the fact that increased concentration of D corresponds to significantly increased heat evolution. The fact that the peaks in the mole fraction of D are very significantly reduced under the LQR-MEP strategy highlights its potential to deliver safer operation by staying further away from runaway conditions.
Conclusion
An algorithm for temperature profile control in an ARICHE has been implemented and shown to deliver benefits in a simulation case study. In the face of sinusoidal disturbances in reactor feed composition, an LQR using the MEP as set point produces a better response than using a fixed set point profile, in turn leading to reduced by-product formation and improved plant safety margin.
